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1CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
In the past decades, conjugated polymers and oligomers have found applications in many
nano-scale materials, spanning organic solar cells [1–3], organic light emitting diodes (OLED)
[4–6], single-molecule switches [7–9], field-effect transistors [10–12] and so on. Compared
with inorganic materials, they have a number of advantages, such as light weight, flexibility
and low cost. Recently, many functional devices with conjugated polymers and oligomers
have been developed and commercially available, due to the advances in organic synthesis.
For example, the OLED uses conjugated molecules that glow when the electric current is
introduced. This technology has been applied to the new generation of OLED TVs.
Predictive design and synthesis of conjugated polymers and oligomers with desired prop-
erties have become an area with many attractive and challenging research topics [13–16]. It
is well known that the properties of conjugated molecules can be fine-tuned by adjusting
their building blocks [17, 18], and by attaching substitutes [19, 20] with different electron
affinity. The electronic and photovoltaic properties of conjugated molecules are attributed to
the complex many-body system of delocalized pi-electrons, involving strong electron correla-
tions and electron-phonon couplings. Since the light absorption, emission and photoinduced
energy transfer are determined by excited-state electronic structures, as well as their cou-
pling to vibrational modes, efficient designs of molecular systems that meet the needs of
optoelectronic devices require theoretical understanding of electronic structures and spectra.
The optical spectra can be calculated by a variety of molecular electronic methods, such
as semi-empirical methods [21, 22] and time-dependent density function theory (TDDFT)
[23, 24]. These methods, implemented in many quantum chemistry software [25, 26], have
been widely used to study electronic structures of small organic molecules and metal com-
plexes. The photoinduced relaxation and energy transfer can be simulated by Non-Adiabatic
Excited State Molecular Dynamics (NA-ESMD) [27–29], which relies on potential energy
surfaces and electronic structures given by the aforementioned quantum chemistry meth-
ods within each molecular dynamics cycle. The NA-ESMD combined with Linear Response
2TDDFT [30, 31] has been developed to simulate non-radiative decay of small conjugated
molecules, such as Oligothiophenes [32] and Silylene-Bridged Biphenyl and Stilbene (SBS)
System [33]. Simulations of photoinduced relaxation of conjugated molecules based on NA-
ESMD and semi-empirical methods have been reported by Tretiak and his collaborators
[34–36]. However, being prohibitively expensive, modern quantum chemistry computations
are very limited in the simulation of large branched conjugated molecules.
We have recently developed the exciton scattering (ES) approach [37–46] that efficiently
characterizes the electronic excited states in branched conjugated macromolecules using a
quasiparticle picture. A quasi-one-dimensional molecular structure, in the ES approach,
is considered as a graph that consists of edges and nodes which denote molecular linear
segments and vertices, respectively. Electronic excitations in a conjugated molecule are as-
cribed to quantum quasiparticles (excitons) moving along linear chains and being scattered
at molecular vertices. In the case when linear molecular segments are long enough compared
to the size of excitons, i.e. electron-hole separation length scale, or equivalently le  L (le
and L being the exciton size and the linear segment length, respectively), which is usually
true for branched conjugated molecules, the exciton wave function sits on a linear segment
far from scattering centers can be represented by a standing wave which is a superposition of
a pair of plane waves propagating in opposite directions. Therefore, the electronic excitations
in a selected exciton band (usually with the lowest excitation energy) can be described by
the properties of the molecular building blocks, including repeat units and scattering centers.
The former is represented by the exciton dispersion ω(k), which relates the exciton energy
ω to its quasimomentum k, while the latter is described by an n × n (n being the vertex
degree) exciton scattering matrix Γ(ω) which transforms the n incoming wave amplitudes
to the outgoing counterparts. The exciton dispersion ω(k) and scattering matrices Γ(ω) can
be extracted from commonly used electronic structure methods, like TDDFT, for different
building blocks from small molecules [40, 44, 46]. Consequently, finding the excitation en-
ergies ω and the exciton wave functions is equivalent to solving a generalized ”particle in a
3box” problem.
The ES approach has been proven to be efficient and accurate for large branched con-
jugated molecules [41, 42]. However, since it is based on the plane wave feature of exciton
wave that sits on the long enough linear segments, the ES approach can not be directly
applied to study photoinduced dynamics that involves coupling of electronic excitations to
static and dynamical disorder. This problem will be addressed by the tool discussed later
in this thesis, where we reformulated the ES approach to conjugated molecules in terms of
effective tight-binding models [46]. In this method, the dependence of electronic excitations
on the molecular distortions will be described by the dependence of lattice parameters for
tight binding models on the amplitudes of the distortion, i.e. bond length and torsional an-
gles. The lattice parameters can be extracted for static structures with different amplitudes
of distortions from electronic structure methods and the ES approach [46, 47]. Within this
process, many interesting questions will be raised. For example, one of the most important
one is how many lattice sites should we use to represent a scattering center or a distorted
repeat unit? Another one is how can we represent the scattering matrix of a distortion in
tight binding models, in order to reproduce that in the ES approach?
In effective tight binding models, a conjugated molecule is viewed as a lattice with sites
and connections, which represent different building blocks and their interactions, respectively.
The total number of lattice sites in a tight binding model determines the lattice equations as
well as the total number of excited states, therefore, it has to be figured out before we solve
the lattice equations and retrieve Hamiltonian parameters. This task can be accomplished
by studying the topological properties of scattering matrices for different scattering centers.
In chapter 2, we introduce a topological counting method for conjugated molecules with
symmetric or arbitrary scattering centers. The ES equations are reformulated firstly to
generalize the ES description. Then, the winding number, also referred as a topological
index, of the scattering matrix for a selected scattering center is defined. By applying the
index theorem, we find the lower bound for the number of solutions in ES equations. In the
4case of long-arm limit, the bound becomes tight, i.e. the equality is achieved. Finally, based
on the time reversal symmetry and considering band edge (unphysical) solutions (k = 0, pi),
we get the total number of excited states in the system and the number of states associated
with each scattering center. This method is applied to calculate the number of excited
states in the first exciton band of polyfluorene molecules with one Y -shape joint and three
segments.
In chapter 3, we will investigate the dependence of electronic excitations on molecular
distortions in branched conjugated molecules using the ES methodology. This dependence
will be characterized by the relations of Frenkel-type exciton Hamiltonian parameters and
characteristic geometry variables (bond length, bond angle and dihedral angle). The ES
approach is first applied to a set of localized intra-molecular deformations of the same type
yet different magnitudes, being treated as effective scattering centers. Then, the Hamilto-
nian parameters for these scattering centers will be extracted by reproducing the scattering
matrices from the ES approach. Finally, the relations can be found by corresponding the
Hamiltonian parameters to molecular distortion magnitudes. This methodology will be il-
lustrated by two examples, which are bond length stretching and single bond rotation. A
good agreement of the quansi-momentum k between tight binding models and reference
quantum chemical calculations demonstrates that the presented approach can efficiently and
accurately describe electronic excitations for molecules with non-ideal molecular geometries.
In chapter 4, we will apply the ES approach and tight binding models to conjugated
molecules constructed alternately by two different repeat units, which represent two dif-
ferent chromophores, by investigating the electronic band structure of polyfluorenes (PFO).
The dispersion of their lowest energy exciton band is extracted in the first place using the ES
approach, followed by another three bands that interact with it. Since molecular structures
of poly-(p-phenylene) (PPP) and PFO molecules with the same number of phenyl rings are
similar with each other (see Fig. 4.2), we also extract dispersions of corresponding exction
bands for PPP, which can be sufficiently described by the effective tight binding model de-
5scribed in reference [46]. Utilizing the structure similarity of PFO and PPP molecules, the
graph (lattice) for each exciton band for the former is constructed alternately by two different
sites. One of them is the same with that for PPP, while the other is its perturbation. Due
to interactions among different exciton bands, couplings are assigned to corresponding per-
turbed sites. The proposed tight binding model can reproduce the electronic band structure
extracted from quantum chemical calculations and the ES approach for PFO.
In chapter 5, we will introduce a new software GPView for wave function analysis and
visualization. GPView has incorporated some tools that are used to study electronic exci-
tations, such as transition density matrices and natural transition orbitals. The theoretical
methodology behind these tools are briefly introduced first. Then, we outline the main
functions of GPView. Finally, these methods are applied to a phenylacetylene (PA) based
molecule to illustrate the capability of GPView and to compare different methods.
6CHAPTER 2 TOPOLOGICAL COUNTING METHOD
This chapter is reproduced with permission from J. Chem. Phys., 2015, 142,
084113 Copyright 2015, AIP Publishing LLC.
The work discussed in this chapter plays an crucial role in constructing tight binding
(TB) models within the framework of ES methodology. Given a conjugated molecule, repeat
units and scattering centers are represented by lattice sites. One natural question arises
in TB models is that how many lattice sites should be used to describe repeat units and
scattering centers? The topological counting method provides a systematic and strict way
to determine the total number of lattice sites that will be used to represent a conjugated
molecule.
We will start with the overview of the topological counting method for linear molecules
and molecules possess high symmetry in section 2.1. Then, the counting method will be ex-
tended to arbitrary molecules with arbitrary scattering centers. In section 2.5, this method
is applied to polyfluorene molecules with a Y−shape scattering center and three linear seg-
ments.
2.1 Overview
The ES approach expresses electronic excitations in branched, conjugated molecules in
terms of excited states in infinite polymers with perfect geometry, and the scattering prop-
erties of molecular joints. Due to discrete translational symmetry, electronic excitations in
an infinite polymer chain possess a good quantum number, referred to as quasimomentum
k ∈ [−pi, pi], that resides in a 1 dimensional Brillouin zone. This Brillouin zone is repre-
sented by a circle, obtained from the segment [−pi, pi] by implementing periodic boundary
conditions. The continuous spectrum of electronic excitations in an infinite polymer chain is,
therefore, represented by exciton bands, each characterized by its dispersion ω(k), i.e., the
dependence of the excitation energy ω on its quasimomentum k. The ES methodology imple-
ments a well-known particle in a box concept by viewing a branched, conjugated molecule as
a quasi-one-dimensional box, where the linear segments are represented by sub-boxes, while
7the scattering matrices Γa(k) play the role of the proper boundary conditions obtained from
this microscopic approach. In a finite branched structure, standing waves are formed due to
interference of waves from quasi-particle (exciton) scattering at molecular joints and termini.
This results in a discrete spectrum of electronic excitations, in full analogy with the standard
particle in a box problem. The exciton energies for a finite molecule are obtained by solving
a generalized spectral problem in a n = 2ns-dimensional vector space, with ns being the
number of linear segments (graph edges), referred to as the system of the ES equations [39].
In general terms, the ES approach splits the energy range into spectral regions, spanned by
different exciton bands, and further identifies the exciton spectra within the above regions by
solving the ES equations. Obviously the exciton bands are properties of infinite polymers, or
stated differently, properties of the repeat unit, whereas the excitation energies also depend
on the scattering matrices of the molecular joints, and the molecular structure, i.e. the linear
segment lengths Lα and the way the segments are connected via the joints.
The spectrum of electronic excitations is a key fingerprint that defines molecular photoin-
duced dynamics, including energy transfer and relaxation processes. Naturally, an important
property of the excited state manifold determined by a specific exciton band is the total
number N of excited states in the given spectral region. According to the ES theory, N is
determined by the spectrum ω(k) of the relevant band, the scattering matrices Γa(k) of the
molecular joints and termini, the linear segment lengths Lα (that can be measured as the
numbers of repeat units within a segment), and finally the molecular topology (i.e., the way
the linear segments are connected). The molecular topology can be formally described by a
graph, whose vertices and edges represent the joints (including termini) and linear segments
respectively. Topologically speaking, a joint a is determined by its degree ra. Equivalently,
all termini (degree one), all double joints (degree two), all triple joints (degree three) and
so on, are topologically identical; the differences are encoded in their scattering matrices. A
natural question arises: Is there a simple relation that expresses the number N of excitations
within the spectral region of a given exciton band in terms of the inputs of the ES approach,
8i.e., the graph that describes the topological structure of a branched molecule, the dispersion
ω(k), scattering matrices Γa(k) and the segment lengths Lα, where a and α stand for the
graph vertices and edges, respectively?
In our previous work, we made the first attempt to address the above question within
the ES approach. We introduced a topological invariant (coining winding number) to count
the total number N of excited states within the spectral region of a single exciton band
in symmetric, conjugated molecules [45]. The counting was achieved by associating to a
scattering matrix Γa(k) of a highly symmetric molecular scattering center, an integer-valued
topological invariant Qa, coined topological charge. Further, we implemented topological









We have also demonstrated that for molecules with long enough linear segments, the bound
in Eq. (2.1) becomes tight, i.e., the inequality turns into an equality, so that the count is solely
dependent on the number of repeat units and the scattering matrices of joints. The obtained
result allows for a natural interpretation: In a finite-size molecule, the number of electronic
excitations within the spectral region of the exciton band is given by the total number of
repeat units in the linear segments plus the sum of topological charges of the scattering
centers. In other words, each repeat unit provides a state to the full count, whereas the
number of states provided by a scattering center (a molecular terminal or a joint) are defined
by its topological charge Qa. The latter is fully determined by the topological properties of
the relevant scattering matrix Γa(k). We applied this method to investigate the scattering
matrix of the ’X’ joint of phenylacetylene (PA) based molecules, and successfully predicted
one additional resonance state with energy inside the band and two bound excited states
with energy outside the band contributed from the joint [45].
This methodology has already found applications in building effective tight binding mod-
9els for electronic excitations in low-dimensional conjugated systems [46]. Since the number
of lattice sites for a scattering center/repeat unit in these models depends explicitly on the
topological invariant, we have a systematic way to construct the lattice model, and therefore,
the Frenkel type exciton Hamiltonian. For example, every repeat unit of PA based molecules
can naturally be represented by a lattice site, since each of them contributes exactly one ex-
cited state to an exciton band. Another non-trivial example arises from scattering at ortho
and meta joints contributing one and zero additional states, translating into one and zero
lattice sites for them, respectively. The number of lattice sites for the ’X’ joint is one, since
it provides one additional state. Such assignment of lattice sites guarantees the correctness
and accuracy of the tight binding models.
It is important to note that the results on the counting, discussed above, were ultimately
dependent on the high symmetry of the molecules under study. Not only should the joints
possess high symmetry, but the latter should also be preserved by the actual molecule. Stated
differently, the aforementioned results are valid only for linear oligomers and for molecules
where a symmetrical double, triple, or quadruple joint connects linear segments of equal
length. The latter condition is necessary for the approach we used in order to maintain
the high symmetry of the system. This limitation is imposed by restrictive assumptions:
The main result (Eq. (2.1)), has actually been derived for linear oligomers, followed by
extending it to highly symmetric molecules, listed above, using the classification of electronic
excitations by their symmetry, thus mapping the counting problem in a symmetric molecule
to its linear segment counterpart. Therefore, the approach presented in [45] is not extendable
to an arbitrary molecular topology. Moreover, it provides no insights on how the notion of
topological charge could be extended to the case of an arbitrary joint, or if such extension
is possible at all.
In this chapter, we address the question of counting electronic excitations within the
spectral region of a single exciton band, explicitly formulated earlier, in full generality, i.e.,
for a branched molecule described by an arbitrary graph, as well as general type scattering
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centers, not necessarily possessing a high degree of symmetry. Specifically, we introduce a
topological invariant by identifying the winding number for an arbitrary scattering center
and relate the segment lengths Lα along with the winding numbers la of the vertices to
the total number of excited states N in a single exciton band. We obtain an explicit lower
bound for N in terms of Lα and la [Eqs. (2.5) and (2.9)]. This is achieved by formulating
the ES equations as an intersection problem, followed by applying topological intersection
theory, which provides simple expressions for the intersection index, the latter bounding the
number of solutions of the ES equations. Furthermore, this bound becomes exact when the
molecular arms are long enough. We also demonstrate the formulated concepts by analyzing
excited state structure in branched conjugated polyfluorenes. We emphasize that the theory
presented here applies generally to any quasi-one-dimensional quantum system, as our results
are based on the following generic properties: (i) unitarity of scattering processes, (ii) phase
change from propagation along linear segments, and (iii) quasi-momenta residing in a one-
dimensional Brillouin zone.
2.2 Generalized ES equations
We start by considering a quasi-one-dimensional quantum system on a graph (a collection
of vertices connected by edges), whose states (excitons) are quasiparticles [37, 48, 49]. The
latter are represented by plane waves that reside on the linear segments (graph edges α),
getting scattered at the scattering centers (graph vertices a), which leads to the formation
of standing waves that describe discrete quantum states of the system. We consider the
case when the linear segments possess discrete translational symmetry, which is broken by
the finite segment length only. Therefore, an exciton in an infinite chain has a well-defined
quantum number, namely quasimomentum k ∈ [−pi, pi] that resides in the Brillouin zone,
and the exciton properties are described by its spectrum ω(k) [38–40]. The time-reversal
symmetry implies ω(−k) = ω(k). We also assume that for all ω0 inside the exciton band
(excluding the band edges k = 0, pi) there are exactly two values of quasimomentum, i.e.,
±k0 so that ω(±k0) = ω0.
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Every scattering center a is described by a frequency-dependent scattering matrix Γa that
relates the amplitudes of the outgoing plane waves to the incoming counterparts [38, 39].
The scattering matrices Γa(k) are unitary (Γa(−k) = Γ†a(k)) and Γa(k)Γa(−k) = 1, since
the quasimomenta of the incoming and outgoing waves are different just by the sign due to
time-reversal symmetry. The scattering matrix can be viewed as a map Γa : S
1 → U(na) of
the circle S1 ⊂ C, naturally embedded into the complex plane (by z = eik), that represents
the Brillouin zone to the unitary group, with na being the vertex degree (the number of edges
attached to it). The scattering matrices are analytical functions of z ∈ S1, which implies
they are complex analytical functions of z in some neighborhood of S1 in C.
Denoting by ψ
(±)
aα the amplitudes of the incoming/outgoing waves at vertex a from/to












where Lα ∈ N is the (integer) length of a segment α, and in the second set of equations
{a, b} is the border of edge α. The first set of equations in (2.2) connects the amplitudes of
the outgoing waves to the incoming counterparts at scattering centers, whereas the second
set describes the change of the wave phase as a result of traveling along a linear segment.




aα eaα as vectors in the vector space V , spanned on the
set of oriented vertices eaα of our graph. We naturally represent V = ⊕aVa = ⊕αVα, where Va
and Vα are the vector spaces spanned on the vectors {eaα} (α is attached to a) and {ebα, ecα}
(α connects b and c), respectively. Thus Γa(k) is a family of unitary matrices parameterized
by k acting in Va. This allows us to define a family Γ(k) = ⊕aΓa(k) of unitary matrices
acting in the space V . We further introduce a unitary matrix P = ⊕αPα acting in V with
Pαebα = ecα when α connects b and c, and a family of unitary matrices Λ(k) = ⊕αeikLα idVα .
Using the above notations, the ES equations can be combined into one vector equation for
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ψ(+) only
Γ˜(k)ψ(+) = ψ(+), Γ˜(k) ≡ Λ(k)PΓ(k), (2.3)
and we can interpret Γ˜ : S1 → U(n), with n = ∑a nα, as a map of the Brillouin zone to the
unitary group U(n). Representing the ES equations in the form (2.3) is crucial in obtaining
the main result of this manuscript.
The Γ˜(k) and Eq.2.3 can also be interpreted as a loop formed by three steps in Fig. 2.1.
In the first step, the scattering matrix Γ(k) transforms all incoming waves to the outgoing
counterparts, which can be referred as wave scattering. In the second step, a unitary matrix
P maps all outgoing waves to the directions of incoming waves (same with incoming waves
in the first step). In the final step, all outgoing waves are transformed back to incoming
waves by propagating along the linear edges. This step is called wave propagation.
Figure 2.1: The Exciton Scattering equations.
Since Γ˜(k) is an analytic function of quasimomentum k, Eq. (2.3) can hold only for a
finite number of quasimomenta kj ∈ S1 (hereafter k is identified with z = eik). We further
denote the number of linearly independent solutions of Eq. (2.3) for k = kj by mj, referred
to as the multiplicity. It is natural to refer to m =
∑
jmj as the total number of solutions
of the ES equations (accounting for the degeneracy). Our strategy is (i) finding a relation
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between m and the number of quantum states/excitons, and (ii) establishing a lower bound
for m, as well as showing that the bound is tight when the segment lengths Lα are large
enough. Task (i) involves elementary linear algebra only. Achieving task (ii) necessitates
topological intersection theory and constitutes the main technical result of this work.
If ψ(+) is a solution of Eq. (2.3) with k = kj, so that kj 6= 0, pi, then Γ(kj)ψ(+) is also a so-
lution with k = −kj, which follows from Γ˜(−kj)Γ(kj)ψ(+) = Λ(−kj)Pψ(+) = PΛ(−kj)ψ(+) =
Γ(kj)ψ
(+). Here we have used Γ(−k)Γ(k) = 1, Λ(−k)Λ(k) = 1, P 2 = 1, and [P,Λ(k)] = 0.
Obviously these two solutions represent the same standing wave, i.e., the same exciton.
Therefore the number of excitons with k 6= 0, pi is equal to the half of number of solutions of
Eq. (2.3) with k 6= 0, pi. The cases of k = 0, pi need a bit more care. First of all, a definition
of Γa(0) and Γa(pi) is not obvious, since in these cases we have k = −k, and there is no
distinction between the incoming and outgoing waves. We can still define Γa(0) and Γa(pi)
by using the analytical continuation from the Brillouin zone with k 6= 0, pi. This leads to the
matrices Γ(k) ∈ U(n) with k = 0, pi that satisfy (Γ(k))2 = 1. Introducing P˜ (k) = Λ(k)P , we
have (P˜ (k))2 = 1. Therefore Eq. (2.3) in the cases k = 0, pi can be recast in an equivalent
form Γ(k)ψ(+) = P˜ (k)ψ(+).
The excitons [37, 48, 49] (i.e., quantum states, rather than the solutions of the ES equa-
tions) are described by a vector ψ ∈ V of amplitudes, rather than a pair ψ(±) of vectors (due
to k = −k), and the equations adopt a form Γ(k)ψ = ψ, P˜ (k)ψ = ψ, which can be recast as
Γ(k)ψ = P˜ (k)ψ, Γ(k)ψ = ψ. (2.4)
The first equation (2.4) is the k = 0, pi version of the ES equations. Therefore, the vector
spaces W+k ⊂ Wk of the bandedge excitons are the subspaces of the spaces Wk of solutions
to the ES equation that satisfy the second equation (2.4). It is straightforward to verify
that Wk is an invariant subspace of Γ(k). Therefore we have Wk = W
+
k ⊕W−k , where W−k is
the unphysical space defined by the condition Γ(k)ψ = −ψ. These correspond to solutions










m+ (d+0 − d−0 ) + (d+pi − d−pi )
)
. (2.5)
Two comments are in place. First, identification of d±k is much easier compared to finding
m, since it is a linear problem, compared to a generalized spectral problem. Second, in a
generic situation we have Γa(k) = −1 for k = 0, pi, which yields d+k = 0, d−k = n/2 = ns.
2.3 Index theorem and number of excited states
To establish a topological bound for the multiplicity m, we need to introduce a natural
topological invariant, hereafter referred to as the winding number. Any continuous function
S1 → S1 has a natural topological invariant, known as its winding number. Intuitively, it
counts how many times the domain S1 wraps around the codomain S1. Due to continuity,
this must be an integer number (taking orientation into account). In our case, this integer











An interpretation of w(f) that demonstrates its integer character is as follows. For a de-
scribed map f , we have a map det f : S1 → U(1), since the determinant of a unitary
matrix is a unimodular number. Then w(f), defined by Eq. (2.6), is the winding number of
det f : S1 → U(1), i.e., the number of times det f(k) winds over the circle U(1) ∼= S1, while
k goes once over the Brillouin zone S1. For example, w(f) = 5 when we identify k = 0 and
k = 2pi in Fig. 2.2. The winding number is a topological (homotopy) invariant, meaning
it does not change upon continuous deformations of the map f . In our further derivations
we will make substantial use the following key algebraic properties of the winding number:
For any maps f, g : S1 → U(n) and h : S1 → U(m), the relations hold. We reiterate that
f · g : S1 → U(n) and f ⊕ h : S1 → U(n + m) are obtained by point-wise multiplication of
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matrices and forming a block-diagonal matrix, respectively. Then, det(f ·g) = (det f)(det g)
and det(f ⊕ h) = (det f)(deth) hold combined with the definitions of Eq. (2.6).
Figure 2.2: Winding number of map f . The determinant det f(k) is represented by the red
dashed curve.
To formulate the topological bound, we begin with a naive observation of any solution
k = kj of the ES equations [Eq. (2.3)]: Γ˜(kj) should be unitary and have an eigenvalue
equal to 1. If we let D1U(n) denote the set of n× n unitary matrices that have at least one
eigenvalue equal to 1, then solutions of the ES equations are associated with the intersections
of the 1-dimensional cycle in U(n) defined by the map Γ˜ : S1 → U(n) with the (n2 − 1)-
dimensional subspace D1U(n) ⊂ U(n). Note that dimU(n) = n2. To compute m, the
number of solutions of the ES equation, we need to count the intersections weighted with
their multiplicities mj. To do so, we further introduce the intersection index, that counts
the intersections weighted with local intersection indices qj. Generally, qj is different from
mj, whereas the total index q =
∑
j qj is a topological invariant, meaning it depends only
on the topological classes of the intersecting cycles, in our case D1U(n) and Γ˜. A statement
that explicitly computes q as a topological invariant and relates it to the sum of the local





qj = w(Γ˜). (2.7)
In what follows we (a) define the local indices qj and present plausible arguments on the
validity of Eq. (2.7), (b) show that |qj| ≤ mj, (c) further show that when the segment lengths







la, la ≡ w(Γa). (2.8)








that becomes tight for long enough segments.
Derivation of Eq. (2.8) is straightforward. We start with a representation for Γ˜ given by
Eq. (2.3) with explicit expressions for the three factors in the r.h.s.
Γ˜ =
(⊕αeikLα idVα) · (⊕αPα) · (⊕aΓa) (2.10)





= 2Lα, w(Pα) = 0 and the definition of la, given in Eq. (2.8).
The local intersection indices are defined in the following way. Consider a a solution
of Eq. (2.3) [or equivalently an intersection of Γ˜ with D1U(n)] of multiplicity mj at k =
kj. The analytic nature of Γ˜(k) implies solutions are isolated. Therefore, there is a small
neighborhood (kj − ε, kj + ε) of kj for which there are no other solutions. For any k in
this neighborhood, there will be mj eigenvalues of Γ˜(k) that are close to 1 that can be
distinguished from the other eigenvalues. If k 6= kj, then all of these mj eigenvalues must be
close, but not equal, to 1 (any eigenvalue precisely equal to 1 would signify a solution and
contradict the isolated nature of the solutions). Let m+j be the number of eigenvalues close to
1 with positive imaginary part for k ∈ (kj, kj +ε) and m−j be the number of eigenvalues with
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positive imaginary part for k ∈ (kj−ε, kj). Define the local intersection index qj := m+j −m−j .
Naturally, qj can be interpreted as the number of eigenvalues of Γ˜(k) that move through the
point 1 ∈ U(1) in the counterclockwise direction while k ∈ (kj − ε, kj + ε) goes through kj
in the counterclockwise direction. Obviously, |qj| ≤ mj.
2.4 Long segment limit
To demonstrate the tightness of the bound in Eq. (2.9) we show that for long enough
segments at any intersection, we have m+j = mj and m
−
j = 0, so that qj = mj, which
validates (c). This can be done by applying quantum mechanical perturbation theory in the
degenerate case, i.e., in a small neighborhood of an intersection kj
Γ˜(k) ≈ Γ˜(kj) + (k − kj)dΛ(kj)
dkj
Λ−1(kj)Γ˜(kj)
+ (k − kj)Γ˜(kj)Γ−1(kj)dΓ(kj)
dkj
. (2.11)
The first term in the perturbation grows linearly with the segment length, whereas the second
one is segment length independent and can be neglected for long enough segments. So that
Eq. (2.11) can be approximated as
dΓ˜(k) ≈ i(k − kj)LΓ˜(kj), (2.12)
where L = ⊕αLαidVα is a Hermitian operator whose eigenvalues are the segment lengths
Lα. According to quantum mechanical perturbation theory, the first-order correction to a
(possibly degenerate) eigenvalue is given by the eigenvalues of the projection of the pertur-
bation to the operator onto the subspace of eigenvectors that correspond to the zero-order
eigenvalue, which in our case is the mj-degenerate unit eigenvalue. Since Γ˜(kj) acts as the
unit operator in the relevant eigenvector subspace we need to inspect the eigenvalues of the
projection of L. According to the quantum mechanical variational principle, all eigenvalues
of the projection of a Hermitian operator exceed the lowest eigenvalue of the operator itself,
which in the case of L is the minimal segment length. Therefore, in a small neighborhood
of kj, where the perturbation theory is applicable, the imaginary part of all close to one
18

























































Figure 2.3: Top: The Y-shape molecule Yjmn. Bottom: Differences between excitation
energies obtained by ES approach and the CEO method. ∆ω = ωES − ωCEO.
2.5 Application to polyflourene-based molecules
We further illustrate the above theoretical models using quantum-chemical calculations of
branched polyfluorenes, a class of technologically important conjugated polymers [51, 52]. A
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Y-shaped family of molecules Yabc is shown in Fig. 2.3 (top), where a, b, and c are the segment
lengths in repeat units. The ground state molecular geometries were optimized at the AM1
level [53] with Gaussian09 package [25], followed by computing the vertical excitation energies
and transition density matrices of up to 48 excited states using the Collective Electronic
Oscillator (CEO) method [22, 54]. We select the first exciton band by checking the transition
density matrices. Following our previous work [38, 41–43, 45] we further extracted the
dispersion ω(k) (Fig. 2.4 (top)) and scattering matrices Γ(k) for k ∈ [0, pi]. For the scattering
matrix ΓT of the terminal and ΓY of Y joint, we have det(ΓT) = e




, where φSY and φ
P
Y are scattering phases of the Y -joint corresponding to a singlet and 2-fold
degeneracy, respectively (see [45] for details). The scattering parameters in Fig. 2.4 allow for
an accurate extraction of the excitation energies for an arbitrary Y-shaped molecules using
the ES equation (2.3), see for example Fig. 2.3 (bottom).
From the scattering phases (Fig. 2.4 (bottom)), we extract the winding numbers w(ΓT) =
1 and w(φSY ) = w(φ
P
Y ) = 5, the latter following from each having 2 kinks (sharp 2pi jumps)





Y) = 15 and the number of solutions for the ES equation is
m = w(Γ˜) = 2(a+ b+ c) + 3w(ΓT) + w(ΓY)
= 2(a+ b+ c) + 18
(2.13)
for the molecule Yabc shown in Fig. 2.3 (top). There are a total of 6 solutions for k = 0 and
k = pi, which do not correspond to physical states. Hence, the total number of states with
excitation energies inside the exciton band is
N = (m− 6)/2 = a+ b+ c+ 6, (2.14)
where the factor 1/2 arises due to time reversal symmetry.
The result, presented in Eq. (2.14) can be obtained directly by using the general counting




In summary, we have identified an integer-valued topological invariant la, associated with
an arbitrary scattering center a of a branched molecular structure (schematically represented
by a graph), which is completely determined by the corresponding scattering matrix Γa(k).











We have reduced the problem of counting the number of solutions m of the ES equations to an
intersection problem, and further extended topological intersection theory to come up with
a simple lower bound for m in terms of the segment lengths Lα and vertex winding numbers
la. This allowed us to evaluate the total number of electronic excitations N within a spectral
region of a single exciton band. Additionally, this permitted a simple and easy to interpret
formula [Eq. (2.1)], that works for the generic case. Furthermore, it does not contain the
band-edge indices dk, and counts the number of excitations in terms of the vertex topological
chargesQa = (la−ra)/2. We also demonstrated that both lower bounds become exact for long
enough linear segments. Quantum chemical calculations of Y-shaped branched oligofluorenes
provide direct illustration of our theory. Being formulated in terms of dispersion relations
and scattering matrices, the presented counting expressions are very general. Therefore,
this approach can be applied to any quantum quasi-one-dimensional systems, or even more

































































































Figure 2.4: Top: The dispersion of the first exciton band fit with a single cosine A cos(k)+B,
A = −0.452 and B = 3.381. Bottom: The scattering phases φT of the terminals, and φSY




Y are shifted by −4pi.
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CHAPTER 3 DISTORTIONS AND EXCITATIONS
This chapter is reproduced with permission from J. Phys. Chem. Lett., 2014,
5, 3946-3952 Copyright 2014, American Chemical Society.
In this section, we extend the capability of the ES methodology to the case of non-ideal
molecular geometries in order to incorporate the effect of disorder and exciton-phonon cou-
pling, both determined by the dependence of the excited-state electronic structure on the
molecular geometry distortions. The following strategy has been adopted: Characterizing
the localized change of excitation properties at the deformation with respect to its magni-
tude, then coupled with the excited-state structure of the attached molecular segments. In
particular, we first apply the ES analysis to a set of localized distortions of identical type
yet different magnitudes, being treated as effective scattering centers. We further identify
the dependence of the tight-binding parameters on the distortion magnitude by comparing
the exciton scattering, induced by a localized distortion, with the exciton scattering in the
lattice model with modified parameters, requiring the two scattering matrices to be as close
as possible. The above strategy can be implemented as a practical tool by invoking a natu-
ral locality principle: for a local geometry distortion only the lattice parameters in a small
neighborhood of the distortion position should be modified. This results in a description of
the vibrational coupling in terms of distortion induced modification of a limited number of
the lattice parameters, due to the locality principle.
3.1 Computational strategy
For practical implementation of the aforementioned scheme, the simplest instance is to
consider a geometric distortion, localized within a repeat unit of a linear chain in symmetric
fashion with respect to the repeat unit center. Since the above distortion breaks down the
translational symmetry of the chain, it is natural, within the ES framework, to treat it as
a symmetric scattering center (double joint), which can be described by a 2 × 2 scattering
matrix Γ(k). For a molecular vertex possessing high geometric symmetry, the scattering
matrix can be parameterized in terms of scattering phases associated with the symmetry,
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i.e., by diagonalizing it in a quasimomentum independent fashion using the irreducible rep-
resentations of the vertex’s symmetry group, as discussed in detail in our previous work [45].
As a result, a set of quasimomentum dependent scattering phases φj(k) with j = 1, ..., degΓ
can be obtained so that eiφj represents the eigenvalues of Γ(k). In our case of symmetric
double joints, φ0(k) and φ1(k) have been extracted with respect to even and odd parity,
respectively. Note that the exciton dispersion ω(k) and the scattering matrix of the termini
eiφT can be extracted, in advance, from the quantum chemical calculations in unperturbed
linear molecules.
ω0 ω0 ω0 ω0 ω0







































































































































Figure 3.1: (a) Linear phenylacetylene (PA) molecule, (b) linear polyfluorene (PFO)
molecule, and (c) the relevant nearest-neighbor-hopping lattice model. (d) Exciton dis-
persions of the lowest exciton band in PA (blue) and PFO (red), obtained from quantum-
chemical computations (solid) and from the tight-binding models (squares).
In what follows we illustrate how to parameterize the effects of geometrical disorder on
electronic excitations in conjugated molecules using examples of bond length alternation
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in phenylacetylenes (PA) oligomers and single bond rotation in polyfluorene (PFO) based
molecules (see Fig. 3.1a and 3.1b for the molecular structures). All reference excited-state
computations are performed using TD-DFT methodology with a hybrid and long range-
corrected functional CAM-B3LYP [24, 55] and 6-31G basis set. Ground-state molecular
geometries of unperturbed structures have been optimized at the same CAM-B3LYP/6-
31G level, whereas a geometry perturbation has been introduced manually by adjusting the
triple bond length or the dihedral angle in a repeat unit with the optimized structure. Due
to the improved description of long-range exchange-correlation potential in CAM-B3LYP
model, the functional adequately describes pi → pi∗ excitations in conjugated molecules as
tight-bound excitons [56–58]. Excited-state computations for up to 30 vertical excitations
have been conducted with Gaussian 09 computational package [25] for selected ideal linear
molecules with the length of odd number of repeat units ranging from 5 to 19, and for the
molecules with the deformation located in the middle of the chain to maintain the high
symmetry of the effective joint.
The dispersion relations for light excitons (fundamental pi − pi∗ exciton band at low en-
ergy) in PA and PFO molecules have been obtained from the reference quantum chemistry
of the corresponding unmodified linear molecules, and further approximated by the nearest-
neighbor-hopping model as illustrated in Fig. 3.1. Technical details can be found in our
previous work [38] and [46]. Albeit three cosine Fourier modes, characterizing hopping dis-
tance up to three repeat units, can describe the exciton dispersions with better quantitative
satisfaction, the nearest-neighbor hopping is much stronger than the other two parameters
(|J1|  |J2|, |J3|). Therefore, only the nearest-neighbor hopping is considered in this paper
in order to take an advantage of the analytical simplicity of the tight-binding models.
For the simplest tight binding model, we only modify one lattice site which represents
one distorted repeat unit. Two Hamiltonian parameters are introduced to characterize the
modified site, i.e. on-site energy ω1 and hopping constant J
′
1. By solving the lattice equations
[46], we can get scattering phases for the scattering center with respect to lattice parameters
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Figure 3.2: A tight binding model only consider the nearest-neighbor hopping and scattering








J1 − eik , e
iφ1 = −1 (3.1)
where ω = ω0 + J(z + z
−1) and z = eik. The anti-symmetric scattering phase φ1 = pi is a
constant, therefore, we only need to consider the effects of lattice parameters on symmetric
scattering phase (see Fig. 3.2).
The dependence of scattering phase φ0 on the on-site ω1 is investigated first. In this case,
J ′1 is considered to be the same as J1. If ω1 > ω0, we observe a sharp decrease of φ0 when
k is close to pi, while on the contrary, the sharp decrease is observed when k approaches 0
in Fig. 3.2. From the viewpoint of topological properties of scattering matrices, they imply
bound states whose excitation energies are above (when ω1 > ω0) and below (when ω1 < ω0)
the exciton band, respectively.
We also study the effects of hopping constant J ′1 on the scattering phase φ0 when ω1 ≈ ω0.
Since the distortions of molecules with optimized planar structures break the conjugation of
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pi electron system, only the weak coupling is considered, i.e. |J ′1| < |J1|. When J ′1 is a small
modification of J1, the topological counting method predicts a resonance state with energy
close to the band edges. If J ′1 becomes sufficiently small (see Fig. 3.2 orange curve), there is a
sharp increase within the exciton band. Suppose the position of the sharp increase is denoted
as k1, by applying the dispersion expression, we find on-site energy ω1 ≈ ω0 + 2J0 cos k1.
3.2 Bond length stretching
The triple bond stretching mode in PA molecules has been investigated first, since it is
one of the most common intramolecular vibrational mode coupled to the electronic system
and is easily probed by Raman spectroscopy. For the sake of simplicity, we restrict such a
C≡C stretch to one repeat unit of fixed length and secure the middle of the triple bond at
the center of the repeat unit, as shown in Fig. 3.3a. The triple bond length modification
is ranging from −5% to 5% (with 1% interval) compared to its value in the equilibrium
structure, without breaking any chemical bond. A modified repeat unit of a certain degree
is treated as a molecular vertex of a particular type and is described by a set of scattering
phase pairs φ0(k) and φ1(k) (Fig. 3.3c and Fig. 3.3d), related to even and odd parity of
the scattering, respectively. These scattering phases have been retrieved from the reference
quantum chemistry for different deformation values following the technique outlined in the
reference [45]. In a special case of the unmodified repeat unit, the phases are k−independent
(φ0 = 0 and φ1 = pi), which ensures a complete wave transmission, i.e., vanishing reflection,
due to the transparency of repeat unit in the ES picture. As shown in Fig. 3.3c and Fig. 3.3d,
extracted from the parent TDDFT calculations, the scattering phases are evenly distribute
on both sides of φ0 = 0/φ1 = pi with respect to the stretching orientation as a result of
the symmetrical alternation. This reflects similar increase (decrease) of pi-conjugation with
decreasing (increasing) of bond-length alternation parameter.
Previously we have characterized how a molecular vertex affects the number of exci-
tonic states in a molecule in terms of the analytical and topological properties of the ES
matrix [46, 47, 59]. In the case of PA bond length alternation, the topological charge
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Figure 3.3: (a) The triple bond stretching mode in PA molecules and (b) the related tight-
binding model. (c) Scattering phases φ0(k) and (d) φ1(k) extracted from quantum-chemical
computations (dots) and the depicted tight-binding model (curves).
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QT = (w(Γ)− 1) /2 = 0 has been found due to w(φ0) = w(φ1) = 1, where the winding
number w describes how many times the scattering amplitude eiφ(k) winds over the unit cir-
cle it resides on, while the quasimomentum k goes once over the Brillouin zone. In addition,
a bound state localized in the vicinity of the stretched C≡C has been observed in the struc-
tures with triple bond length change greater than 3% or has been expected in sufficiently long
molecules with moderately stretched (≤ 3%) triple bond. The bound state appears either
below or above the exciton band in the cases of increased or decreased C≡C bond length,
respectively, and possesses identical scattering symmetry of even parity due to the odd num-
ber of repeat units in all tested molecules. Consequently, the analytical charge of the joint
representing the deformed repeat unit is then found as the sum of the topological charge QT
and the number of bound states, i.e., QA = QT + 1 = 1, for all C≡C stretching of different
magnitudes. The above analysis indicates that each considered molecular joint contributes
one excitonic state in addition to the number of unmodified repeat units in the molecule.
Therefore, a lattice site has been introduced to the tight-binding subgraph that describes
the joint. Balancing between simplicity and accuracy, the morphology of the tight-binding
model, that describes bond length alternation, is determined within the nearest-neighbor
hopping regime and shown in Fig. 3.3b.






2) of the above tight-binding model are sufficient
to accurately replicate the ES model. The presence of the next-nearest-neighbor hopping
J ′2 allows the scattering phases to be reproduced with better accuracy. The comparison of
the scattering phases obtained from the reference quantum chemistry and the lattice model
counterparts is shown in Fig. 3.3c and Fig. 3.3d. Among the five geometry-dependent tight-
binding parameters, only ω1 demonstrates substantial changes, which goes along with the
locality principle(Fig. 3.4), whereas the other parameters are less important but result in
more accurate tight-binding description. As a matter of fact, in all our tests, from the sim-
plest tight-binding model with only the on-site energy varied (ω0 to ω1), to the most accurate
model with many parameters, only the on-site energy of the distorted unit is considerably
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modified, and an approximately identical linear relation to the the bond length alternation
amplitude has been obtained in all tested cases. The physical picture behind this observa-
tion is that the C≡C bond stretching in PA molecules particularly affects the corresponding
on-site energy, since the excitonic wave function amplitudes are the largest on the triple
bonded atoms. On the other hand, the triple bond stretching does not violate the planar
nature of the PA structure. Therefore, such mild deformations will not break the pi electron
conjugation and results in almost trivial variations of the hopping constants (< 0.03 eV).
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Figure 3.4: The tight-binding parameters for the model shown in Fig. 3.3b, with respect to
the percentage change in the triple bond length in PA molecules. (a) On-site energies ω1 and








3.3 The single bond rotation
In addition to bond length alternation, single bond rotation, as another typical con-
formational deformation, has been studied in poly-(9,9-dimethylfluorene) (PFO) molecules
(Fig. 3.1b) by altering the torsional angle between the neighbor fluorene groups. PFO
polymers usually exhibit torsionally disordered configurations in amorphous glassy phase
(α-phase), characterized by large torsional angles between adjacent fluorenes in dilute so-
lutions, whereas planarized conformation (β-phase) is often observed in condensed states
[60–62]. Here, we have investigated the role of single bond rotation on electronic excita-
tions starting from the β-phase PFOs, which have the higher degree of organization and
an extended conjugation. Furthermore, the obtained ES/tight-binding properties related to
the conformational disorder have been compared to their counterparts in the α-phase PFO,
hence justifying the capability of the ES approach to describe the effect of conformational
changes on the excited-state electronic structure. Similar to the procedures, implemented
for PA molecules, the single bond rotation in PFOs has been manually applied to the cen-
tral repeat unit of the chain (Fig. 3.5a), by varying the torsional angle between two adjacent
biphenyls from 0◦ to 90◦ with 15◦ increment. By applying the ES analysis, two sets of phases
have been obtained with respect to the scattering symmetry as shown in Fig.3.5c.
According to the TDDFT computation, the PFO repeat unit involving the single bond
rotation contributes one excited state within the fundamental pi − pi∗ exciton band, which
indicates the analytical charge QA = 1. Accordingly, the tight-binding model, that describes
the twisted repeat unit, is represented by a single lattice site connecting to the two linear
segments. To simulate the scattering phases accurately, the tight-binding subgraph with five






2) has been built to describe the C−C rotation as shown
in Fig. 3.5b. It is worth mentioning that in both cases of triple bond stretching and single
bond rotation, the exciton scattering phase φ1 as a function of the geometrical modification,
does not change substantially, φ1(k) ≈ pi (Figures 3.3d and 3.5c), compared to φ0(k). This
indicates the applicability of simpler tight-binding models in case of φ1 = pi because fitting
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only φ0(k) requires less lattice parameters to be varied.
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Figure 3.5: (a) The single bond rotation in β−phase PFOs and (b) the related tight-binding
model. (c) Scattering phases φ0(k) and φ1(k) extracted from quantum-chemical computa-
tions (dots) and the depicted tight-binding model (curves).
In analogy with the bond length alternation in PA molecules, the on-site energy (ω0 → ω1)
undergoes a significant change (4.16 to 4.68 eV) due to the large exciton amplitude on the
single bond carbon atoms, connecting the biphenyl rings. Moreover, the nearest-neighbor-
hopping constant J ′1 noticeably varies from −0.35 eV to −0.24 eV, compared to the alteration
of less than 0.03 eV in the case of triple bond stretching. Larger torsional angle results in
weaker exciton coupling of the adjacent building blocks because the C−C rotation diminishes
the overlap of the p-orbitals and is more likely to break the pi-conjugation compared to the
C≡C stretching. The on-site energy ω1 has been adequately described by a linear function
of cos 2θ (θ being the rotation angle), which simply reflects the torsional effect (Fig. 3.6).
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The results qualitatively agree with the multidimensional exciton model developed in [63]
based on INDO computations for PA oligomers.
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Figure 3.6: The tight-binding parameters for the model shown in Fig. 3.5b, with respect to
the torsional angle between adjacent biphenyls in PFO molecules. (a) On-site energies ω1,




1 , and the next-nearest-neighbor hopping
J ′2.
3.4 Accuracy of the ES approach and tight binding models
Finally, we evaluate the performance of the ES and the tight-binding representations for
geometrical disorders by performing calculations for several test molecules with multiple dis-
tortions of different magnitudes randomly placed on the chain and compared obtained results
to the direct quantum-chemical calculations of electronic spectra. Figure 3.7c displays such
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comparisons for two different molecular systems (Fig. 3.7a and 3.7b) in terms of quasimo-
mentum k. Overall, a very good agreement in k has been observed from the three methods
in the tested medium size molecules. Because the ES approach is asymptotically exact for
long molecules of the scale of the exciton size, we reasonably expect better accuracy in larger
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of quantum-chemical computation, the ES and the tight-binding
approaches in exciton momentum k, for selected molecules: (a) PA in red, and (b) PFO in
blue.
3.5 Conclusions
In conclusion, we have demonstrated how to describe the effect of structural deformations
on electronic excitations in conjugated molecules using effective tight-binding models in the
cases of triple bond stretching and single bond rotation as representative examples. Viewing
a localized geometrical distortion as an effective scattering center for electronic excitations,
the related tight-binding structure can be constructed using the ES approach as a necessary
bridge, and a small number of lattice parameters describing exciton properties can be ob-
tained as being dependent on the magnitude of the disorder, such as the bond length and
the torsional angle. The impact of conformations on excited state structure has been lo-
cally identified within the tight-binding subgraph representing the effective scattering center
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through the geometry-dependent tight-binding parameters. In other words, electronic exci-
tations in the vicinity of the deformation has been identified by geometry-dependent exciton
on-site energies, and incorporated into the states of the polymer, through the parameterized
exciton coupling strengths between the deformation and the chains. The presented approach
relies on the excited-state data of the reference quantum chemistry, further processed via
the ES approach and tight-binding models, hence gaining a simple and straightforward de-
scription of structural distortions in the phenomenological scale instead of the microscopic
electronic structures. Following the presented strategy, problems involving coupling be-
tween electronic and vibrational motions in conjugated structures can be reformulated and
tremendously simplified by utilizing the explicit dependence of the ES lattice parameters on
the distortion of molecular structure. Such straightforward relations have important ram-
ifications in the design and synthesis of organic photovoltaics for desirable functionalities
and applications. This approach allows for the derivation of the reduced exciton-phonon
Hamiltonian, due to the explicit description of electronic excitations. In particular, within a
harmonic approximation for vibrational motions, which are linearly coupled to the excitons,
the exciton-phonon interactions are adequately described by a set of multi-dimensional spec-
tral densities. Therefore, well-developed methodologies for Frenkel exciton systems can be
readily implemented to characterize a variety of photoinduced processes in conjugated bulk
nanostructured materials, which is prohibitive using conventional atomistic simulations.
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CHAPTER 4 EXCITON BAND STRUCTURES OF POLYFLU-
ORENES
The polyfluorenes (PFO) based molecules represent a class of polymers which can emit
blue light, so that they have found applications in a variety of devices, such as organic light
emitting diodes [64]. The linear PFO molecules typically show two morphological formations
[62], i.e. amorphous glassy phase (α-phase) and β-phase (see Fig. 4.1). The α−phase PFO
molecules have large torsional angles (around 37o) between fluorene units, while β-phase
molecules are planer, so their conjugation length is longer. The β-phase PFO chains have
been studied by single-molecule spectroscopy [65, 66], where they behave like molecular
quantum wires with strong electronic coupling throughout the entire system. Hereafter, the
PFO is used to denote β-phase polyfluorene-based molecules.
Figure 4.1: Linear PFO molecules with 9 fluorene units.
Linear chains of PFO and poly(p-phenylene) (PPP) are similar with each other (see
Fig. 4.2). The PPP only consists of phenyl rings, while in PFO, bridge carbon atoms are
attached to biphenyl units, therefore slightly modify the configuration of the all phenyl-
group system. The bridge carbon atoms do not participate in the pi to pi∗ optical excitations,
since they have sp3 hybridization [57]. Therefore, we can make a hypothesis that electronic
excitations in PFO molecules will be similar to excitations in PPP. From the viewpoint of
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Exciton Scatter (ES) approach, the dispersions, which characterize linear segments, of PPP
and PFO will be similar with each other. This hypothesis will be verified by tight binding









Figure 4.2: The backbones of PPP (Top) and PFO (Bottom) molecules.
This chapter is organized as follows. In section 4.1, we will study the effects of modifi-
cations of molecular structures on the electronic excitations based on results from quantum
chemistry calculations. Hereafter, the spit of an exciton band into two sub-exciton bands will
be referred as intra-band interaction, while the coupling among different exciton bands will
be named as inter-band interaction. In section 4.2, we will use two different tight binding
models to simulate the effects of intra- and inter-band interactions on dispersions. One of the
models is constructed alternately by two different lattice sites. Another one is composed of
two lattices, representing two exciton bands, which interact with each other. In the section
4.3, the exiton band structures of PFO are described by a composite tight binding model,
which takes both intra- and inter-band interactions into consideration.
4.1 Dispersions of PPP and PFO molecules
Excited states calculated by quantum chemistry methods can be profiled by contour plots
and color maps of one-electron transition density matrices (TDM) [22, 54], which allow us to
classify excited states into different exciton bands in the ES approach. Recently, a software
GPView [67] has been developed to extract TDMs from Gaussian 09 package [25] and to
plot contracted TDMs [22, 68, 69]. As a result, we can collect the excited states for each
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exciton band more efficiently after quantum chemistry calcuations. There are some examples
of color maps of TDMs in Fig. 4.4 and 4.5.
The quantum chemistry calculations are performed at CAM-B3LYP/6-31G [24] level of
theory with Gaussian 09 package [25] for PPP molecules with the length ranges from 2 to
30 phenyl rings and for PFO molecules with the length ranges from 2 to 20 fluorene units,
respectively. By applying the ES approach [38, 41, 45], we can extract the dispersions of
the first four exciton bands for both PPP and PFO, which are shown in Fig. 4.7c and 4.8c.
The repeat units for PPP is defined in consist with those for PFO in the ES approach (see
Fig. 4.7a and 4.8a). Within each repeat unit, PPP molecules have two identical sub-units,
while the sub-units are different for PFO.
It is worth to mention that from numerical results of the ES approach, we can only get
dispersion curves with positive derivative. Then, the cone-like structures are built by doing
mirror symmetry with respect to k = pi. As expected, the dispersions of PPP and PFO are
similar with each other compared Fig. 4.7c with Fig.4.8c. The first major difference is that
within each exciton band of PFO, the dispersion splits into the upper and lower cones, while
for PPP, there is no gap between two cones. Another difference is that the dispersions of
different exciton bands of PPP intersect with each other, while for PFO, the intersections
turn to avoided crossing.
The split of dispersions, coined intra-band interactions, are caused by the difference of two
sub-units within each repeat unit of PFO molecules. It will be explained in details in section
4.2 by a simple lattice model. The avoided crossing of dispersions is closely related with
interactions among different exciton bands, which will be referred as inter-band interactions.
In the rest of this section, we will further investigate inter-band interactions and show that
a single fluorene unit can switch on couplings among different exciton bands.
To achieve this goal, quantum chemistry calculations are performed for four different
molecules, i.e. PPP, PFO, PPP-MF and PPP-TF. As above mentioned, PPP and PFO
represent poly(para-phenylene) and polyfluorenes, respectively. PPP-MF and PPP-TF are
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PPP molecules with one fluorene unit in the middle and at the termini (see Fig. 4.1). All
molecules have eighteen phenyl rings, in other words, their lengths are equal.
Figure 4.3: The structures of PPP-MF (top) and PPP-TF (bottom).
Couplings among different exciton bands of PFO are observed and listed in Table 4.1,
where we use ”Y”, ”N”, ”NA” to denote there is coupling, no interaction and not applicable,
respectively. Since the energy levels of the second and fourth exciton band don’t overlap
with each other, there’s no interaction between them.
Table 4.1: Interactions of different exciton bands.
band 1 2 3 4
1 NA Y Y Y
2 Y NA Y N
3 Y Y NA Y
4 Y N Y NA
From the color maps of TDM, we find that there are many excited states with features
of different exciton bands, which implies the inter-band interactions. Hereafter, they will be
referred as mixed states, that can be treated as the eigenstates of interactive systems. Mixed
states become obvious when dispersions of different bands come close to each other, so that
they make it difficult to collect excited states for different exciton bands.
Among all intersections, we choose four reference points to illustrate that inter-band
interactions are induced by fluorene units. They are labeled by P1, P2, P3 and P4 in
Fig. 4.7c. The energy of these points can be easily determined. For every reference point, we
would search for a pair of excited states with following features: 1. The excitation energy is
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close to the energy of a reference point. 2. They belong to two different exciton bands. 3.
They are both mixed states for the PFO molecule.
Figure 4.4: The color maps of transition density matrices. The plots in each column corre-
sponding to the same state in different molecules. The top labels give the exciton band that
excited states belong to. The bottom labels are the positions of intersections (Fig. 4.7c),
where the excited states are collected.
We begin with pairs of states near P2 and P4, where the dispersion of the third exciton
band intersects with the second and the first bands, respectively. From color maps of TDMs,
excited states belong to the third exciton band are clearly different with those from the
first and second bands. The excited states in the third exciton band are more delocalized
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along the off-diagonal and joint amplitudes vanish along the diagonal, while the opposite
features are observed for excited states in the other two bands, which can be seen from the
first row of figures in Fig. 4.4. For PFO (the fourth row of figures) and at P2, the excited
state in the second exciton band are more delocalized along the off-diagonal, while the joint
amplitudes along the diagonal becomes stronger for the excited state in the third band. This
indicates that the pair of states at P2 are two eigenstates (mixed states) of an interactive
system for PFO. As to P4 (PFO), the states from the first and third exciton bands have the
same profile, i.e. both of them are delocalized and have max amplitudes along the diagonal.
Therefore, we draw the same conclusion that the pair of states at P4 are two eigenstates of
an interactive system.
Compare the first three rows of figures at P2 in Fig. 4.4, we can conclude that interactions
between the second and the third exciton bands are induced mainly by fluorene units on the
linear segment, although minor mixing is observed for PPP-TF. The same conclusion is
obtained at P4 for the coupling between the first and the third exciton bands.
The first exciton band intersects the second band at P1 and P3 (see Fig. 4.7c). The pair
of states for PPP at P1 are the state with zero node in the second band and the state with
six nodes in the first band. For PFO, two additional nodes close to the termini are observed
in color maps of the state in the second band. And the state in the first band displays mixed
features of the first and the second bands. Thus, both of them are mixed states. As to the
pair of states (PPP) at P3, the excited state in the second band is a bound state, which
is localized at one termini. However, for PFO, two states are completely mixed and have
the same profile, with eight nodes and max amplitudes at the termini. Therefore, there are
interactions between the first and the second exciton bands. Comparing the first three rows
of figures in Fig.4.5, we can conclude that the fluorene units on linear segments play major
role in the interactions at P1 and the coupling at P3 is attributed to the fluorene units at
termini.
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Figure 4.5: The color maps of transition density matrices. The plots in each column corre-
sponding to the same state in different molecules. The top labels give the exciton band that
excited states belong to. The bottom labels are the positions of intersections (Fig. 4.7c),
where the excited states are collected.
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4.2 Models for intra-band and inter-band interactions
In our previous work [70] and section 4.1, we found that each exciton band of PFO
molecules splits into two sub-exciton bands and there are couplings among different exciton
bands in PFO. In this section, we will study dispersions formulated from three tight binding
models, in order to explain the intra-band and inter-band interactions. The first one (see
Fig. 4.6a) is composed of identical sites, with two parameters on-site energy ω and hopping
constant J , which can be used to describe electronic excitations in the molecule with only
one type of chromophore, like PA and PPP. The second one is constructed alternately by
two different sites (see Fig. 4.6b), where on-site energies of them are different. The third
tight binding model (see Fig. 4.6c) considers the coupling of two lattices, which is denoted
by coupling constant J12. It is obvious that the first tight binding model is a special case of
the second, when ωA = ωB, and of the third, when J12 = 0, respectively.
The dispersion in first case has been studied in details in [46], where Ω(k) = ω+2J cos k.
In the second tight binding model, the translational symmetry is maintained for site A and
B, respectively. Therefore, the magnitude of wave functions at the nth site for A and B are
expressed in term of ψA(n) = ψAe
ikn and ψB(n) = ψBe
ikn, then we can formulate lattice
equations as
Je−ikBψB + ωAψA + JψB = Ω(k)ψA, (4.1)
JψA + ωBψB + Je
ikAψA = Ω(k)ψB. (4.2)













Based on the equation 4.3 and Fig. 4.6d, the dispersion has a Dirac cone-like band
structure, with the gap between upper and lower sub-bands open and close when ωA 6= ωB
and ωA = ωB, respectively. The interval between the two sub-bands is given by the energy
difference of site A and B, which will help us to extract lattice parameters for PFO in
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section 4.3.
Figure 4.6: (a) The tight binding model with identical repeat unit. The on-site energy
ω = 4.0eV and hopping constant J = −1.0. (b) The tight binding model consists alternately
of two different lattice sites. The on-site energy ωA = 3.7eV and ωB = 4.3eV , and the
hopping constant J = −1.0. (c) The tight binding model with identical lattice site for each
band and coupling constant between two different bands. The on-site energy ω1 = 4.0eV
and ω2 = 5.0eV . The hopping constant J1 = −1.0 and J2 = −0.2. The coupling constant
J12 = −0.2. (d) The dispersion for tight binding model (a) and (b). (e) The dispersion for
tight binding model (a) and (c).
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The third tight binding model involves two exciton bands, labeled as band 1 and 2,
which interact with each other (see Fig. 4.6c). For the sake of simplicity, we consider only
the nearest neighbor coupling, characterized by contant J12, between two lattice sites for
the same repeat unit. Suppose there’s no interaction, the formulas of dispersions for two
exciton bands are Ω1(k1) = ω1 +2J1 cos k1 and Ω2(k2) = ω2 +2J2 cos k2 (see Fig. 4.6e dashed











which form two avoid crossing surfaces. The dispersions of the first and the second bands are
strongly affected only near intersections, i.e. (Ω1 − Ω2)2  J212. Far from the intersection,
the effect of coupling constant J12 becomes minor.
4.3 The tight binding model for PFO
In this section, we will formulate the tight binding description of the dispersions for PFO.
As mentioned above, the dispersions of four exciton bands for PPP have been obtained by
the ES approach. Since there’s no gap in the Dirac cone-like structure for each band and
there’s no coupling among different bands, the electronic excitations in each exciton band for
PPP can be described by a simple graph structure with identical lattice site (see Fig. 4.7b).
Therefore, the dispersion of the first and the third exciton bands can be described by a
single cosine Ω(k) = ωN + 2JN cos
k
2
, respectively. As to the second and fourth exciton
bands, we find that the quasi-momentum k has to be shifted by pi to make the positions of
intersections be consistent with the places mixed states are observed, so that the dispersions




The couplings among different exciton bands for PFO results in mixed states near in-
tersections of dispersions (see Fig. 4.7c and 4.8c). However, far from the intersections,
mixed features of excited states become minor due to smaller coupling. It can also be illus-
trated by the dispersion formulated from the tight binding model of two coupled systems
(see Fig. 4.6c) in section 4.2. When dispersion Ω1(k) and Ω2(k) come close to each other,
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i.e. (Ω1(k) − Ω2(k))2  J212, the results are dominated by the coupling constant J12. On
the contrary, when (Ω1(k)− Ω2(k))2  J212, the coupling constant can be neglected. In the
ES approach, we assume that most excitation energies collected from quantum chemistry
calculations are far from intersections, therefore the couplings of different exciton bands are
neglected, so that the dispersion of each band (see Fig. 4.8c dashed curves) can be extracted
based on the quantized condition kl + φT = npi [40, 41], where l is the number of repeat
units, φT is the scattering phase at the termini and n is an integer number.
Figure 4.7: (a) The linear segment of PPP molecules. (b) The tight binding model. N =
1, 2, 3, 4 is the label of an exciton band. (c) Dispersions by the ES approach (dashed) and
the tight binding model (solid).
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Figure 4.8: (a) The linear segment of PFO molecules. (b) The tight binding model. Four
different exciton bands are represented by four lattices with different colors. (c) Dispersions
by the ES approach (dashed) and the tight binding model (solid).
The electronic band structures of PFO are complicate as shown in Fig. 4.8c. The question
right now is how we can use a tight binding model to describe them. Since there are four
exciton bands, lattice sites and edges for different bands are painted in four different colors. In
the ES approach, each repeat unit is divided in the way shown in Fig. 4.8a, which contains
two types of sub-units, so two lattice sites of different sizes (referred as smaller site and
bigger site) are used for each repeat unit. The edges that connect the lattice sites belonging
to different exciton bands are introduced to represent interactions among them. However,
as there’s no overlap between the second and fourth band, no edge is applied between the
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red and orange sites. In addition, we don’t put any edge between bigger sites, because they
represent the sub-unit with a single bond instead of a pentagon ring. The latter causes
couplings of different bands. Finally, we come up with the tight binding model shown in
Fig. 4.8c to describe the band structures.
Table 4.2: Tight Binding Parameters for PPP and PFO.





























Tight binding parameters for PPP and PFO are documented in Table 4.2. The sub-unit
without bridge carbon atom of PFO is the same as the repeat unit of PPP, so it is reasonable
to set the on-site energy for each bigger site as the on-site energy for PPP, i.e. ωB = ω1,
ωD = ω2, ωF = ω3 and ωH = ω4. The next step is to determine the on-site energy for each
smaller site, equivalently the sub-unit with bridge carbon atom. Here, we evaluate the energy
level of the upper and lower part of the cone-like structures, and observe good agreement
between the on-site energy of each bigger site and the energy level of the bottom of each
upper cone. Therefore, we conclude that bridge carbon atoms lower the on-site energy of the
repeat unit for each exciton band. The on-site energies can be obtained after we estimate
the width of gaps of different exciton bands. The on-site energy only changes 0.07eV (1.3%)
for the first exciton band, 0.13eV (2.6%) for the second, 0.13eV (2.1%) for the third and
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0.15eV (2.5%) for the fourth. The hopping constant within each exciton band is calculated
by estimating the band width. Their changes are minor (e.g. 0.04eV for the first band,
0.03eV for the second, 0.07eV for the third and 0.04eV for the fourth) comparing with on-
site energies. At last, we get the coupling constant between any two bands by reproducing
the dispersions from the Exciton Scattering approach.
4.4 Conclusions
In this section, we studied the electronic band structures of PFO molecules. The split
of dispersion of each exciton band (intra-band interactions) and coupling among different
bands (inter-band interactions) are attributed to bridge carbon atoms, or the fluorene units.
In section 4.1, we found that inter-band interactions are observed even if there is only a
single fluorene unit in the system. Two tight bind models were used to study the intra-band
and inter-band interactions in section 4.2. In the first one, two different lattice sites are
used to represent two sub-units within each repeat unit. The gap between the upper and
lower cones are switched on and off when the on-site energies of two sites are different and
the same, respectively. The width of the gap is equal to the difference of on-site energies.
In the second model, two lattices are used to represent two different exciton bands. When
the coupling between two exciton bands is introduced, the crossing of dispersions turns into
avoided crossing. Finally, we combined these tight bind models into one to describe the band
structures of PFO. The ES methodology of current formalism, based on simple dispersion
relation Ω(k) = Ω+2J cos k, can only applied to some model molecules with ideal structures.
However, in this work, we began to investigate real molecules with more complicate structures
by the ES approach and tight binding models. The methods proposed in this chapter are
potentially used in describing the electronic band structures of co-polymers.
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CHAPTER 5 A SOFTWARE FOR ANALYSIS AND VISUAL-
IZATION
Quantum chemistry calculations has produced lots of data, such as energy, dipole, force,
wave function, density matrix and so on. Some of them are widely used to simulate exper-
imental results and derive novel theoretical methods. Other data may need to be analyzed
and visualized by some professional software, such as GaussView, MOLDEN [71], multiwfn
[72], TheoDORE[68, 69] and NancyEX [73]. For instance, parameters of real space wave
functions are stored in Gaussian fchk files. We have to perform further calculations and con-
vert them to 3D cubes, in order to view molecular orbitals and electron density by graphic
software. However, there are still many data going to the trash before we use them. A
good example is rwf files produced by Gaussian 09 [25]. Since their sizes are large, they are
deleted immediately after QC calculations unless users tell the program not to. There are
several reasons for throwing away these data. First, they may be irrelevant to experimental
results. Second, programs that can make use of these data and produce meaningful results
have not been developed yet. Third, some software require knowledge of python or shell
script, and may need to work with third party libraries, therefore they are only used by a
small community of computational chemists. As mentioned in previous chapters, transition
density matrices (TDMs) play a crucial role in the Exciton Scattering approach [38], since
electronic excited states belonging to different exciton bands are collected based on the color
maps or contour plots of TDMs [37]. However, it is difficult to extract TDMs in the basis
of atomic orbitals from QC outputs and to calculate contracted TDMs [22] in the basis of
atoms. Moreover, although different methods for analyzing electronic excitations have been
summarized in [68] and [69], there is no software that implement all of them.
Therefore, we recently develop a software, named GPView, to do wave function analysis
and visualization for electronic excitations. The analysis module, including wave function
and density matrix based analysis, allows us to study excited states by different methods
[22, 68]. The results can be viewed by the visualization module. The GPView program
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provides full graphic user interface (GUI), which makes it easy to use, even for those who
without programing experience.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. The underlining theoretical background
of analysis module is introduced in section 5.1. It is followed by introducing visualization
and analysis functions in section 5.2. Finally, in section 5.3, we will apply different methods
to a model molecule.
5.1 Theoretical methodology
GPView is a visualization tool, which can be used to visualize molecular and electronic
structures. It is also an analysis tool, which is capable to calculate and generate 3D grids for
molecular orbitals and electron density. In this section, the theoretical background behind
these functions are briefly introduced. We will start from molecular orbitals (MO) and elec-
tron density. Then, in the following four subsections, we will outline analysis methods related
with electronic excitations. The technical details and derivations will not be explained, since
you can always find them in these books [74, 75] and papers [22, 68, 69, 76–78].
5.1.1 Molecular Orbitals (MOs)





where φi(r) and χj(r) represent the wave functions of molecular and atomic orbitals, respec-
tively. The expansion coefficients Ci,j are called molecular orbital coefficients.
Given wave functions φi(r) and occupation numbers ζi of occupied MOs, the total SCF






where the occupation number ζi = 2 for restricted closed shell system.
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5.1.2 Transition Density Matrices (TDMs)
The approaches in this section are based on the analysis of one-electron transition density
(TDM) matrices [22, 76].
Tαmn = 〈Φαm|a†man|Φ0n〉 , (5.3)
where Φ0n and Φ
α
m represent the ground state and excited state α. The subscript m and n
denote atomic orbitals, in other words atomic basis functions. Tαmm represents the net charge
induced on the m-th atomic orbital when there is an electronic transition between ground
state and excited state α, while Tαmn (m 6= n) represents the joint amplitude of finding an
extra electron on orbital m and a hole on orbital n [22].
To visualize electronic transition modes, matrix elements belong the same atom are con-











where A and B are labels for atoms. The third approach is based on the concept of charge






where Tα and S denote the transition density matrix and overlap matrix. This definition
is analogous to Mayer’s bond order [76]. Here, we name the matrix obtained from equation
5.4 and 5.5 as contracted transition density matrix (CTDM) and from equation 5.6 as charge
transfer number matrix (CTNM) in GPView.
It is worth to mention that the CTNMs can be further used to calculate the charge transfer
numbers between different molecular fragments by simply taking the sum of corresponding
matrix elements. For visualization purpose, we can calculate the square roots of absolute
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values of matrix elements (SCTNM). The SCTNM can be displayed as color maps or contour
plots. As to the population analysis, the CTNM can be used to calculate the partition ratio,
coherence length and so on [76]. Compared with the original TDM, the CTDM and CTNM
are much smaller in size, which make them easy to be stored and shared.
5.1.3 Natural Transition Orbitals (NTOs)
Natural Transition Orbitals have become a standard tool to study the optically electronic
transitions [77, 79]. They give electron-hole pictures of electronic excitations. They are
obtained by diagonalizing TDMs in the basis of canonical molecular orbitals. The matrix
elements Tα,MOmn represent the joint amplitude of electronic transitions between molecular
orbitals, instead of atomic basis functions. In the case of CIS and TDA [80] approximation,
they are the same as CI-coefficients promoted from MO φn to φm [68]. It is well known that
TDMs are not symmetric. They may not be squared matrices, since the number of occupied
and virtual orbitals are different. Therefore, we can not diagonalize TDMs.
Suppose we have an M × N transition density matrix Tα,MO, by doing Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD),
Tα,MO = UΛV tr, (5.7)
where Λ is a diagonal matrix with Λii =
√
λi (i = 1, . . . ,M) represent eigenvalues. The
matrix U and V store eigenvectors (i.e. expansion coefficients) for hole and particle NTOs,
respectively. It is worth to mention that U and V are eigenvectors of matrix TT tr (M ×M)
and T trT (N ×N). Regardless frozen orbitals, M and N (M < N) are equal to the number
occupied orbitals and virtual orbitals, respectively.













where φo and φv represent occupied and virtual molecular orbitals, respectively. The wave
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functions for hole NTOs ψhj (r) and particle NTOs ψ
p
j (r) are associated to the same eigenvalue√
λj. Since M < N , the original M ×N matrix is reduced to an M ×M matrix in the basis
of NTOs.

























where in equation 5.12, the hole and particle NTOs are rearranged, so that both ψhj (r) and
ψpj (r) correspond to the same eigenvalue
√
λj. The hole, particle and transition density can
also defined by NTO with the largest eigenvalue (close to 1).










5.1.4 Natural Orbitals (NOs)
The Natural Orbitals are obtained by diagonalizing the state density matrices. Particu-
larly, we diagonalize CI density matrices to get NOs for different excited states in GPView.
Since a state density matrix is symmetric, it can be diagonalized by an unitary matrix U ,
Dα = UΛU tr, (5.14)
where the Λ is a diagonal matrix with Λii = ni are eigenvalues. ni is also named as occupation












where φi(r) represent canonical molecular orbitals. Similarly, we can define the total density








where α denotes excited state α. We can take the difference between density of state α and
ground state
∆ρ(r) = ρα(r)− ρ(r), (5.18)
to get the difference density. The capability and limitation of using difference density to
study electronic transition can be found in [81].
5.1.5 Natural Difference Orbitals (NDOs)
The natural difference orbitals are used to describe the electron attachment and detach-
ment processes. They are based on difference of density matrices,
∆0α = Dα −D0, (5.19)
where D0 and Dα are density matrix for ground and α excited state. Since both of them are
symmetric, ∆0α is also a symmetric matrix. Therefore, it can be diagonalized
∆0α = UΛU tr, (5.20)
where eigenvalues Λii = κi. Similar to equation 5.16, we can get the NDOs, which can be
classified into two groups according to signs of their eigenvalues, where negative and positive
describe electron detachment and attachment processes, respectively. Mathematically, we
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need to define two vectors d and a of eigenvalues
di = −min(κi, 0), (5.21)
ai = max(κi, 0). (5.22)
The detachment and attachment densities are then defined as the weighted sum of squared















At CIS level, NTOs are composed of pairs of virtual and occupied orbitals (or electron-
hole pairs), while NOs describe individual unpaired electrons, and NDOs refer to independent
attachment and detachment contributions [68].
It is worth to mention that overlap matrix is positive defined [75]. If the eigenvalues are
negative, the overlap matrix is unphysical. In this situation, S
1
2 can not be obtained, so that
you can not use GPView to calculate NOs and NDOs.
5.2 Main functions
GPView is a software for visualization and analysis purpose. The full graphic user inter-
face makes it user friendly. We will briefly introduce the main functions in the following two
subsections. More detailed descriptions can be found in the user’s manual on http://life-
tp.com/gpview.
5.2.1 Visualization module
1. Visualize molecular structures. GPView can display molecular structures as balls and
sticks and save them as figures. It supports many file formats as input. For example,
it can read structures from Gaussian input, output, fchk and wfx files. It can also
read structures from PDB and XYZ files. The molecules can be displayed as balls and
sticks, liquorice balls and sticks, VDW spheres, and protein ribbon bands, typically.
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All screen shots can be saved as figures into PNG files.
2. Animate a single trajectory of molecular dynamics (MD). During the MD for small
molecules, molecular structures are stored in the XYZ files. GPView can read struc-
tures from XYZ files, create animations and save screen shots as videos (AVI) and
figures (PNG).
3. Animate a single trajectory of non-adiabatic excited state molecular dynamics (NA-
ESMD). This function is useful for visualize and analyze results of NA-ESMD [28,
29]. In addition to molecular structures, we also want to keep track of several other
variables, such as potential energy surfaces, state populations, non-adiabatic coupling
terms, bond length and hopping probabilities. They are all stored in TXT files with
special format. This function is tested by the output of GPV-ESMD which will be
introduced later.
4. Visualize electronic structures (Fig.5.1). GPView can interface with Gaussian Cube
files, which store grid points of 3D objects, and show the iso-surfaces for molecular
orbitals and electron density. There are several options related with properties of
iso-surfaces, so that we can easily choose values, contours and colors of the displayed
surfaces.
5. Visualize a pair of 3D objects. Sometimes, we may need to view and compare two
objects, such as HOMO-LUMO, hole-particle denisty and detachment-attachment den-
sity. The ’visualize a pair of cubes’ module in GPView makes it simple, because we
are able to load two objects into the same window, and interact with them at the same
time.
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Figure 5.1: Visualization of molecular orbitals and electron density.
6. Contour plots and color maps of matrices (Fig.5.2). This function is related with
visualization of excited state electronic modes based on CTDMs and SCTNMs. It has
found applications in classifying excited states to different exciton bands [37, 38], and
distinguishing excitonic and charge transfer states [22, 76, 82] for organic conjugated
molecules. GPView can read these matrices from TXT files and show them as 2D
contours or color maps.
Figure 5.2: Contours and color maps of TDMs.
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7. Plot density of states and spectrum. We can use GPView to read energy and oscil-
lator strength from Gaussian output or TXT files, and plot the density of states and
spectrum. There are two choices for broaden functions: Gaussian and Lorentzian.
5.2.2 Analysis module
1. Interface with Gaussian rwf dumped files. During quantum chemistry calculations,
Gaussian 09 [25] outputs many useful matrices to rwf files, which can be transfered
into TXT files by the ’rwfdump’ utility. Then, GPView can be applied to interface these
files and extract them to TXT files in matrix (or half matrix) format. These matrices
include overlap matrix, MO coefficients, density matrices, TDMs, CI-coefficients and
so on.
2. Calculate CTDM and CTNM. With the TDM and overlap matrix, we can calculate
the CTDM and CTNM by GPView. These matrices can be visualized as contours or
color maps, representing electronic modes of excited states. As discussed in theoretical
methodology section, the CTNM can be further used in population analysis.
3. Real space wave functions. GPView can read parameters from Gaussian 09 output,
fchk and rwf dumped files, and then perform calculations and generate 3D cubes for
molecular orbitals and electron density. This procedure has two steps. First, we can use
GPView to interface with fchk files and calculate molecular orbitals, natural transition
orbitals, natural orbitals or natural difference orbitals. The parameters will be stored
in wfx files. Second, we will use GPView to interface with wfx files, and then calculate
orbitals and electron density. The 3D grid points will be generated and written into
cube files.
5.3 Applications
In this section, we will illustrate the capability of GPView in wave function analysis of
electronic excitations. Quantum chemistry calculations have been performed on a branched
dendritic phenylacetylene (PA) based molecule, which is composed of two-, three- and four-
ring linear poly(phenylene ethynylene) (PPE) units linked through meta-substitutions [83]
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(see Fig. 5.3). The molecule is optimized at CAM-B3LYP/6-31G level of theory [24], followed
by TDDFT calculations at the same level of theory for 10 singlet excited states by Gaussian
09 [25].
Figure 5.3: The model conjugated molecule.
The overlap matrix, state Rho-CI density matrices, TDMs and CI-coefficients are ex-
tracted from rwf dumped files by GPView. With overlap matrix and TDM for each excited
state, the CTDM and CTNM can be calculated. This work is much more efficient and con-
venient than generating 3D cubes. CTDMs and CTNMs are then displayed as contours (See
Fig. 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6). To get reasonable results, the nuclei have to be properly ordered.
As shown in Fig. 5.3, we sort the heavy atoms from the two-ring segment to the four-ring
segment. Since hydrogen atoms play minor role in electronic excitations in such system, we
leave them to the end.
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Figure 5.4: CTNMs of the first excited state. Top left: CTNM. Top right: CTNM for heavy
atoms only. Bottom: SCTNM for heavy atoms only.
The X and Y directions of contour plots represent positions of electrons and holes in
terms of labels for nuclei. From Fig. 5.4, we find that electronic transitions mainly occur on
four-ring segment. The transitions on three-ring segment are also observed, however, they
are minor. From Fig. 5.4 top left, it can be seen that the electronic transitions from or to
hydrogen atoms can be neglected. Therefore, in the rest of this manuscript, we will plot
matrices for heavy atoms only. Contour plots of CTDMs (Fig. 5.5) and SCTNMs (Fig. 5.4
bottom) give similar results. Since the sum of elements in CTNM is close to 1 and its
definition is analogous to Mayer’s bond order, we suggest to use SCTNMs for displaying
electronic modes. However, we can still use CTDMs if overlap matrix is not available.
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Figure 5.5: Contracted Transition Density Matrices of the first excited state. Left: Method 1
(equation 5.4). Right: Method 2 (equation 5.5). Both of them are for heavy atoms only.
The electronic modes for the first six excited states are displayed in the Fig. 5.6. It has
been found that all of them are excitonic states, since electronic modes are symmetric and
peaked along diagonal. The first and third excited states are spatially localized on four-ring
segment, where zero and one node are observed. From the Exciton Scattering perspective
[37], they are two states in the first exciton band that reside on the four-ring segment. If the
segment is longer, states with more than one nodes will be observed too. The second and
fifth figures describe electronic transitions on the three-ring segment, while the fourth and
sixth figures correspond to transitions on the two-ring segment.
The above discussed TDM based analysis has been demonstrated to be a powerful tool
to investigate electronic excitations in large conjugated molecules [22, 37]. Especially, in the
Exciton Scattering methodology [38, 46], the electronic excited states belonging an exciton
band are collected by viewing contour plots of CTDMs or SCTNMs. However, we also need
other analysis methods to get a comprehensive understanding of electronic excitations. In
the rest of this section, we will talk about the real space wave function based analysis in
GPView.
Parameters of the real space wave functions are stored in Gaussian fchk files. They can
be extracted and used to calculate molecular orbitals and electron density. We first use
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Figure 5.6: SCTNMs for the first six excited states.
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Figure 5.7: Molecular Orbitals (from HOMO-2 to LUMO+2). The orbital energy are -0.2655,
-0.2521, -0.2477, -0.0305, -0.0230, -0.0031 a.u, respectively.
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GPView to generate molecular orbitals range from HOMO-2 to LUMO+2, where HOMO
and LUMO represent highest occupied molecular orbital and lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital, respectively. It can be seen from Fig. 5.7 that HOMO and LUMO are spatially
localized on the four-ring segment, while HOMO-1 and LUMO+1 are on the three-ring
segment, and HOMO-2 and LUMO+2 are on the two-ring segment.
Focusing on a single electronic excited state, we can calculate parameters for NTOs, NOs
and NDOs by GPView. These calculations rely on Gaussian fchk files, as well as overlap
matrices, state density matrices, and transition density matrices, which have been extracted
from rwf files. The parameters can be further used to generate molecular orbitals (NTOs
and NDOs) and electron density (hole-particle density, transition density and detachment-
attachment density).
Natural transition orbitals of the first excited state are shown in Fig 5.8. The total
weight of three pairs of NTOs in the figure exceeds 0.96, thus contributions of others can be
neglected in the analysis (λi > λi+1, i = 1, 2, · · · ). Hole and particle NTOs corresponding to
λ1 and λ3 are spatially localized on the four-ring segment, while the pair of NTOs associated
with λ2 are on the three-ring segment. Since λ1/λ2 = 9.0141, the electronic excitations on
the three-ring segment can not be ignored. From contour plots of SCTNMs for the first
excited state (see Fig. 5.6), we also observe transitions on the three-ring segment.
The hole, particle and transition density (see Fig.5.9) are calculated as well with parame-
ters of NTOs. They can be obtained in two ways. The first way considers contributions of all
NTOs, which gives us accurate results. The other only takes the pair of NTOs corresponding
to λ1 into consideration. It is more efficient for large systems, however, some features may
not be captured. For example, in Fig 5.9, the hole and particle density obtained by the
second way do not show transitions on the three-ring segment. Therefore, only if λ1  λ2,
we can use one pair of NTOs to calculate the densities.
Both NOs and NDOs are related with the CI density matrix of an excited state. From
quantum chemistry calculation by Gaussian 09, we obtain two different density matrices, i.e.
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Figure 5.8: Natural Transition Orbitals. Top:
√







Figure 5.9: Hole, particle and transition density. Top: hole-particle density calculated by
NTOs with the highest weight. Middle: hole-particle density calculated by all NTOs with
non-zero eigenvalues. Botton: Transition density calculated by NTOs with the highest weight
and all non-zero eigenvalues, respectively.
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CI density matrix and Rho-CI density matrix. The latter is so called un-relaxed density.
Since the NDOs may contain non-intuitive contributions deriving from orbital relaxation
effects [68], which makes them different from NTOs, we also test the NDOs calculated by
adopting Rho-CI density matrices. Three pairs of NDOs by using CI and Rho-CI density
matrices are shown in Fig.5.10 and 5.11, respectively.
In Fig. 5.10, the primary pair of NDOs is localized on the four-ring segment, while the
second and third pairs are on both four-ring and three-ring segment. However, in Fig. 5.11,
the primary and the third pair are on the four-ring segment, and the second pair is on the
three-ring segment. Compare Fig. 5.8 with 5.10 and 5.11, we conclude that NDOs from
Rho-CI density matrix agree well with NTOs, regardless phases of wave functions. This
result has also been verified by a series of calculations for molecule pyridine in user’s manual
of GPView. The overall weights is close to 1.0, which indicates promoted electrons is close
to one. The detachment and attachment density are shown in Fig. 5.12.
Finally, we will introduce a convenient function that can help the module to create cube
files more efficiently. It is known that calculations of grid points for orbitals and density is
time consuming for large molecules. There are two ways to improve efficiency in GPView.
First, we can generate low dense cubes, which means the number of points in each direction
is less than before. This approach can still generate cubes with the same size, however, the
quality of the figure may be coarse. Second, we can still keep the quality however generate
a smaller cube (see Fig. 5.13).
5.4 Conclusions
A new software is introduced in this chapter. It is developed for wave function analysis
and visualization purpose. Several tools are incorporated into GPView to explore electronic
structures of excited states. TDMs are fingerprints of excited states. They can be extracted
from QC calculations and then converted to CTDMs or CTNMs, that are visualized by
contour plots or color maps. In the ES methodology, color maps of CTDMs are widely
used to classify excited states into different exciton bands, and to distinguish excitonic and
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Figure 5.10: Natural Difference Orbitals (CI density matrix). Top: di = 0.7971, ai = 0.7973.
Middle: di = 0.0912, ai = 0.0903. Botton: di = 0.0877, ai = 0.0870.
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Figure 5.11: Natural Difference Orbitals (Rho-CI density matrix). Top: di = 0.7961, ai =
0.7961. Middle: di = 0.0882, ai = 0.0882. Botton: di = 0.0810, ai = 0.0810.
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Figure 5.12: Detachment-Attachment Density (Rho-CI).
Figure 5.13: Hole and particle density for the sixth excited state.
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charge transfer states. For the wave function based analysis, MOs, NTOs and NDOs can
be generated by GPView. As aforementioned, electron and hole pairs are components of
NTOs, while NOs refer to individual unpaired electrons, and attachment and detachment
processes are described by NDOs. It is also found that NDOs obtained by diagonalizing
Rho-CI density matrices agree well with NTOs from plots of orbitals. These tools provide
more options to study electronic excitations for conjugated molecules.
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The exciton scattering (ES) approach has been developed to study electronic excitations
in large branched conjugated molecules. It attributes excited states to standing waves in
the quasi-one-dimensional system by assuming a quasi-particle picture of optical excitations.
Tight binding models extend capability of the ES approach to investigate the exciton-phonon
coupling.
The topological counting method plays a substantial role in constructing tight binding
models. It depicts the ES equations as a topological intersection problem. Then, by applying
the index theorem, we can get the total number of excited states, which is equal to the number
of repeat units plus topological charges for all scattering centers. Ultimately, the number of
lattice sites associated with repeat units and scattering centers are obtained systematically.
The exciton-phonon coupling, i.e. dependence of electronic excitations on geometric dis-
tortions, is characterized by the dependence of Frenkel-type exciton Hamiltonian parameters
on geometry parameters, such as bond length. The effect on excited-state electronic struc-
tures is attributed to variation of exciton on-site energies and coupling constants in tight
binding models. As a result, modifications of the entire electronic spectra due to geometric
distortions can be efficiently and accurately accounted for with negligible numerical cost.
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The presented approach is potentially used to model photoinduced relaxation and energy
transfer processes in bulk amorphous polymer materials.
Tight binding models can be used to describe exciton band structures of conjugated
molecules with complicate molecular structures, like polyfluorenes. Compared with poly(p-
phenylene), linear molecules with phenyl rings connected by single bonds, the polyfluorenes
are constructed alternately by two different building blocks, which result in intra- and inter-
band interactions. They can be efficiently characterized by on-site energies and inter-band
coupling constants in tight binding models.
A software GPView has been developed to explore electronic excitations in conjugated
molecules. It can extract transition density matrices (TDMs) from quantum chemistry soft-
ware Gaussian 09 and calculate contracted TDMs, whose contour plots are fingerprints of
excited states. As to the wave function based analysis, GPView can calculate and generate
molecular orbitals, natural orbitals, natural transition orbitals and natural difference orbitals
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